(C) The different processing steps in EMAN starting from 3 different initial models: blob (purple), common lines (yellow) and noise (blue) are shown for IC. The need for independent reconstructions is the consequence of a model bias that is present in all existing program packages. Thus, they represent a validation mechanism for the model that will be submitted to the final steps of processing in XMIPP. (D) 2D and 3D representation of angular distribution of the particles that were used in the final step of 3D reconstruction of IC, performed by Projection Matching. Each circle (2D) or sphere (3D) represents one projection of the final model with defined angular values. Their size is proportional to the number of assigned individual particles. (E) The computed resolution curve of IC. The resolution of the obtained model has been estimated to be 21.7 Å with the 0.5 criterion. Figure S3 (related to Figures 1-3) . 3D reconstructions of the quasi-ICs and ICs. The same views of the 3D reconstructions (together with the docking of the crystal structure of human mtRNAP (pdb 3SPA; in the case of quasi and biotin labeled quasi-IC), of MTF1 (pdb 1I4W) and of the atomic structure of human MtRNAPEC (pdb 4BOC; ICs; DNA has not been shown). (A) Quasi-IC (12848 particles; 19 Å resolution). (B) quasi-iC in which the 5'-end of the NTstrand DNA is labeled with biotin/streptavidin ('upstream streptavidin quasi-IC') (16514 particles; 18 Å resolution). (C) IC from unstained, frozen-hydrated particles (10893 particles; 15 Å resolution). The DNA of aligned atomic structure of T7RNAPIC at 7nts long step (pdb 3E2E) has been shown. T and NT strands have been colored in cyan and yellow, respectively, with their 5´ ends emphasized by spheres (D) IC from negatively-stained particles (15917 particles; 22 Å resolution). (E) IC which the 5'-end of the NT-strand DNA is labeled with biotin/streptavidin ('upstream streptavidin IC') (21662 particles; 17 Å resolution). (F) IC in which the 5'-end of the T-strand DNA is labeled with biotin/streptavidin ('downstream streptavidin IC') (21200 particles; 18 Å resolution). Figures 2 and 4) . The MTF1´s role and position in IC. (A-H) DNA cutting patterns of chemical nucleases conjugated to different sites on MTF1 confirm and refine the IC model developed from EM data. Each panel shows the cleavages on either the NT-or T-strands, as indicated, in reactions with mtRNAP and the indicated mutant MTF1 molecules conjugated with Fe-BABE. "M"=G+A markers used to map the cleavage sites with respect to the +1 transcription start site; "-" and "+" refer, respectively, to absence or addition of ascrobate/peroxide to activate cleavage (low levels of cutting are seen even in the absence of a ascorbate/peroxide). NTPs allowing RNA extension to 0 (no NTPS), 3 (ATP+3'-dUTP), or 7 (ATP+UTP+3'-dCTP) nts, as indicated were added to the reactions. (I) MTF1 mutants support transcription on duplex templates (the yeast mitochondrial 14s rRNA promoter sequence, see Figure S1B ) at levels similar to WT MTF1. Transcription reactions carried out with duplex templates at 0.2 µM and MtRNAP at 0.4 µM and with no MTF1 (lane 1) or WT or indicated mutants MTF1 at 0.4 or 0.8 µM MtRNAP, as indicated. In the absence of MTF1 there is little transcription of the duplex template. Almost all of the mutant MTF1s support levels of runoff and abortive transcripts like that seen with the WT MTF1. At 0.4 µM the S230C and R264C mutants both show reduced activity (lanes 8 and 12) but at 0.8 µM the levels of transcription are similar to that seen with the WT MTF1 (lanes 9 and 13). (J-M) MTF1 enhances promoter specificity and interacts with the unwound NT strand. EMSA experiments were carried out with 14s promoters in which the 5'-end of one of the strands was fluorescently labeled (indicated by an asterisk in the promoters illustrated in panels A-D) and containing a heteroduplex from -4 to +2 (pre-melted promoters; changes in sequence from consensus are indicated by "x-x-x" on the promoter structures). Fluorescent promoter, MtRNAP, and MTF1 concentrations were 1, 0.5, and 0.25 µM, respectively. MTF1 was added at half the mtRNAP concentration and native gels allow resolution of the binary (promoter:MtRNAP) and ternary (promoter:MtRNAP:MTF1) complexes from each other. Unlabeled competitors DNAs of varying structure were then added in varying amounts to determine how promoter structure and sequence affected competition for MtRNAP and MTF1. Panel J: The competitor was identical to the labeled promoter and effectively competes for both the ternary and binary complexes. Panel K: The competitor is identical in size and has a heteroduplex bubble like the labeled promoter, but the sequence in the promoter region has been changed. This non-promoter competitor competes less effectively for the binary complex and, in particular, competes much less effectively for the ternary complex, consistent with MTF1 increasing the specificity of the IC for promoter DNA. Panel L: The competitor is identical to the labeled promoter except that the NT strand from -4 to +2 is missing. The gapped competitor is seen to compete much less effectively for the ternary complex than for the binary complex, indicating that MTF1 binds preferentially to MtRNAP:promoter complexes in which the -4 to +2 region of the NT strand is present. Panel M: As in panel L, but using a labeled promoter in which the heteroduplex is generated by changing the consensus sequence of the T-strand rather than NT-strand. The effects of the gapped competitor are similar to panel L, indicating that MTF1 interactions with the -4 to +2 region of the NT-strand are not sequence specific. (lanes 2, 8, 14, 20, 26) or MTF1+pre-melted promoter DNA (lanes 4, 10, 16, 22, 28 ; +DNA= added DNA) results in rapid removal of 8 residues from the MTF1 C-terminus as seen by the shift in migration at the earliest time points (15'; +=carboxypeptidase added; -=no carboxypeptidase; # of residues removed from MTF1 were determined by mass spec). However, the presence of MtRNAP and DNA (lanes 5, 6, 11, 12, 17, 18, 23, 24, 29, 30; +DNA/MtRNAP= added DNA and MtRNAP) protects the MTF1 C-terminus from digestion and no migration shift is seen in reactions with IC even after 240' digestion. (B-G) Deletion of MTF1 C-terminal tail increases apparent K ATP for initiation on duplex, but not bubble, promoters. (B) Transcripts produced from a 14s duplex promoter in reactions using either WT MTF1 (lanes 1-16) or MTF1 from which residues 324-342 were deleted (lanes 17-32) . GTP, CTP, and UTP concentrations in the reactions were 0.5 mM, but [ATP] varied from 500 to 4 µM in serial 2-fold dilutions in lanes 1-8, 9-16, 17-24, and 25-32. The amount of 33 P-ATP was constant in all reactions so that the specific activity of the label increases in proportion to the decrease in non-radioactive ATP. Five (lanes 1-8,  17-24) and twenty (lanes 9-16, 25-32 (D) with that of human MtRNAP IC presented in (5) (E), which reveals the different localization of the two transcription factors. The atomic structure of human MtRNAP (pdb 3SPA) was aligned with the atomic structure of docked human MtRNAPEC (pdb 4BOC), maintaining the relative position towards the atomic structure of human MTFB (pdb 4GC5),atomic structure dyed in light blue in (E).
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